
See.  
Share. 
Streamline.

Centreon EMS 
For holistic, business-aware  
IT monitoring

Centreon EMS is a modular, all-in-one IT monitoring solution for legacy and modern 
enterprise-critical IT infrastructures. See every detail, share key insights and streamline  
IT operations. The end result: more agile and efficient IT performance today and tomorrow.



“�Monitor�a�heterogeneous��
IT�infrastructure�environment�
by�deploying�an�infrastructure�
monitoring�suite,�and�leverage�
other�IT�operations�management�
(ITOM)�tools�to�fill�functionality�
gaps…�This�provides�better�value�
when�compared�to�a�collection�of�
similarly�priced�domain-specific�
products,�since�multiple�features�
are�now�part�of�one�offering.”

���—�Gartner�recommendation

Complexity hampers efficiency.

65%�of�companies�use��
10 or more tools  
to�monitor�their�IT��
environments
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In the digital economy, everything rides on IT performance. Downtime is not acceptable when  
core business functions depend fully on IT infrastructures, networks, applications and services.  
And yet it keeps happening. Preventing or fixing it gets harder as IT Operations Management (ITOM) 
deal with counterintuitive system silos and tool sprawl in connecting the old and the new.

Take IT performance  
to a whole new level
The first thing any organization needs is a clear line of sight 
from business-level services down to the underlying layers of 
infrastructure — across all systems and locations.  
Disparate technologies and distributed architectures, both hybrid 
and converged, demand full visibility and sophisticated metrics 
across the board. Pings and alerts are no longer enough. Companies 
that cling to the siloed, patchwork approach to IT monitoring wind up 
unable to make fast, informed, proactive decisions.

Centreon EMS delivers what today’s digital enterprises need: 
consolidated IT monitoring insights into old and new systems  
of complex IT environments.

See all applications,  
servers and network infrastructure 

  Model IT services and their dependencies for a full picture of  
IT performance levels enterprise-wide;

  Drill down from highest-level views to the most granular details  
in just a few clicks;

  Detect performance degradation before it affects operations  
or users;

  Organize Level 1 support around dedicated monitoring consoles  
for efficient 24/7 response and proactive incident management.

Share insights across IT operations  
to better align with business objectives 

  Customize dashboards to communicate availability and  
performance data by relevance for ITOM users and decision-makers;

  Automatically analyze IT monitoring data for better-informed 
decisions, such as setting SLAs with operations and business 
stakeholders. 



“�By�2022,�40%�of�all�large�
enterprises�will�combine�big�data�
and�machine�learning�functionality�
to�support�and�partially�replace�
monitoring,�service�desk�and�
automation�processes�and�tasks,�
up�from�5%�today.”

—�Gartner’s�Market�Guide��
for�AIOps�Platforms,�April�2017

Downtime costs your business.

$26B in�revenues�are�lost��
to�IT�downtime�every�year.*�

*CA�Technologies

Streamline IT operations
ITOM teams are increasingly under pressure to stay agile and 
dynamic as business needs and technologies continue to evolve. 
The key to success? Streamline IT monitoring with a tool that 
seamlessly fits with changing operational and automation needs, 
while paving the way for Artificial Intelligence to benefit  
IT operations (AIOps).

Monitor everything
With hundreds of turnkey plugins, Centreon EMS monitors virtually 
any heterogeneous infrastructure that marries legacy or outdated 
systems with modern hybrid cloud environments:

  evolve incrementally and maximize ROI from existing IT 
investments without having to add more monitoring tools;

  consolidate all IT performance metrics on a single platform 
wherever digital transformation leads.

Speed up incident resolution
Organizing efficient incident management and resolution requires 
close collaboration between the Service Desk and monitoring 
teams:

  integrate Centreon EMS with IT Service Management (ITSM) 
solutions for better mean time to resolution (MTTR);

  empower Level 1 support personnel to directly create and view 
incident tickets from their monitoring console.

Automate IT operations
Automation is key to IT proactivity, efficiency and continuity:

  integrate Centreon EMS with any IT automation system using its 
robust set of APIs;

  automatically discover and track added IT services or 
applications for consistent and continuous monitoring.

Embrace AI
AIOps is about using machine learning algorithms on Big Data to 
enable advanced analytics and unparalleled insights for ITOMs. 
Centreon EMS incorporates unique data streaming capabilities to 
feed AIOps platforms with diverse datasets in an agnostic manner:

  deliver highly correlated and qualified events and metrics 
on data from Graphite, InfluxDB, Elasticsearch, Splunk or 
ServiceNow today;

  benefit from bi-directional data feeds between Centreon and 
more data sources tomorrow as more connectors get developed, 
customized and extended to address any Big Data architecture.
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Sample of our integrations
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“�Centreon’s�high�interoperability�made�it�easier�to�use�
and�added�value�to�the�monitoring�data.�…We�have�gone�
from�“repairing”�to�“preventing”�incidents�as�we�now�have�
strong�indicators�to�monitor�and�maintain�the�SLA.”

—�Philippe�Roy,�Project�Director
Office�of�Post�&�Telecommunications,�New�Caledonia

See how the back end impacts the front line
Centreon EMS delivers holistic IT performance monitoring of business-critical 
infrastructures, networks and applications.

Ready to run
A software appliance that's  
easy to install and start using.

All-in-one 
Integrates holistic functionalities 
and automatic monitoring 
analysis for better ITOM 
decisions and SLAs.

Open and flexible
A modular software suite that 
adapts to the full range of IT 
operations and service applications.

Monitor everything
Monitors converged legacy and 
hybrid IT environments, including 
public and private clouds. 

Scalable and robust
An extensible industry-proven 
architecture makes it easy to 
add monitoring capacity.

Future-proof
Interoperates readily with  
IT automation architectures  
and AIOps platforms.

Centreon EMS: four modules, one solution
EPP
Integrate powerful 
monitoring capabilities 
easily with extensive 
Plugin Packs.

BAM
See the connections 
between business 
applications and 
critical IT components.

MAP 
Get real-time, 
customized insights 
into every part of 
your IT environment.

MBI 
Transform IT metrics 
into performance 
reports to inform 
decision-making.
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